


Catering to the Global Demand of
Natural Stones & Quartz

Exporting to 28 CountriesState-of-the-art products aided
by cutting edge technology

Best in Class Products and
Services



The Pacific Group believes in dedicated work from
each individual towards the growth of the company.
Every role is equally important in the entire system.
Equal commitment and responsibility is the key to
our success. We share the same goal of giving our
best to whatever we do and we strive to be the best
in whatever we do. Our vision is to make an
impression as far and wide as our namesake. 

Director's Note

Mr. Varun Somani
Managing Director



Brand Values
We believe in our Values

Transparency

Customer Centricity Teamwork
Ownership

Ethics

#BeMorePACIFIC



Introduction

Established in 1995, The Pacific Group has come a long way in the
International Stone Industry. Our products include all kinds of Indian
Granite, Marble, Quartz, Sand Stones and Limestone manufactured
in India. We process & export 115 colours of Indian Granite, Marble
Along with Imported Granites from Norway, Ukraine, Brazil &
Madagascar. Our stones are exported to USA, Canada, Mexico, UK,
Poland, Ireland, Germany, Bulgaria, Middle East, New Zealand,
Australia, Vietnam and many more countries.

Exporting 280+
Containers
every month

Exporting to 28
Countries



We believe in collaborative design and adding a
classic perspective to living spaces, that are not
only tailored to our clients’ styles but their
personalities and lifestyles. It was these beliefs
that have helped us enjoy immense growth and
success globally. Our passion for outstanding
quality, flawless design, and our elevated
standards of customer service make us a favorite
among prominent Construction Houses, Real
estate Developers, Architects, and Designers.



Our Story

The year 2000 witnessed the beginning of our first stone
surfaces company under the leadership of Mr. Mohanlal
Somani, and is now poised to be the largest exporter of
natural and engineered stones in the Indian stone
industry with a growth rate of 25% year after year.
Dedication, consistency, and hard work paved the way
for Pacific Stones to be the stepping stone for the 100%
EOU Pacific Granites India in 2011. 

Mr. Mohanlal Somani
Founder & Chariman



2000
Witnessed the beginning
of our first Stone Surface
Company

2011
Pacific Granites India was
established and now poised to
be the largest exporter of
Natural Stones.

2018
Pacific Quartz Surfaces - The
company today is among the top
manufacturers & exporters of
Quartz

2019
Surfaces by Pacific - 1st
Warehouse in Chicago.

2020
Pacific Mintek - Acquired
Quartz Grit Factory, now a
leading manufacturer and
supplier of Quartz Sand & Grit

2022
Surfaces by Pacific - 2nd
Warehouse in Cincinnati

THE ROAD
AHEAD
Ground breaking of Fully
automated Bretonstone
Quartz Plant



Granites

Marbles

Wide Range of Products

An igneous stone
characterized by a "soapy"
feeling when touched

Quartz

Soapstones

Ground quartz minerals
with resins and pigments
molded  into a slab

A natural stone made up of
primarily quartz, feldspar,
micas, amphiboles etc.

Natural stone composed of
recrystallized carbonate
minerals



We are one of the
leading exporter of
Natural and
Engineered Stones
in India

Growth with
Technology,
Training and
Development

Where We Are

Monthly production
capacity of 400000
sqft of Granites and
450000 sqft of
Quartz slabs

Strong network and
tie-up with leading
quarry owners for
procuring top colors



Where We Are

Exporting 280
containers of
Natural Stones and
Quartz each
month.

In-house
Research &
Development
laboratory

A new state-of-
the-art project of
Bretonstone plant. 

750 highly
experienced and
skillfully trained
individuals



Exporting to
28 Countries
and many more to come.....



Our Projects



Trade Shows 



CAPEXIL 2014-15

CAPEXIL 2015-16

CAPEXIL 2016-17 

STONA 2015-2016

STONA 2017-2018

STONA 2019-2020

Stacking up Awards
We have been recognized as the best exporting company
by CAPEXIL and STONA for the past 3 years.



Journey of
The Pacific
Group

https://youtu.be/56KAgurQzno


The Pacific Group 
of Companies





Pacific Granites India was established in 2011.
Our granite and marble surfaces add the
sophistication and beauty to your home and fit in
seamlessly with your lifestyle making your décor
sing to the tunes of urbanity.

Pacific
Granites India

www.pacificgranitesindia.com



Catering to the Global
Demand for Natural Stones

Each slab of our collection is with the artistry of
nature at its best. Each slab displays the legendary
stories of the quarry it comes from and thereby
define its best use. Each slab has been polished and
cut by the finest Italian equipment.



Astoria

Our quarry located in Madurai caters to the
rapidly increasing demand for Astoria Granite.

Hues of Pride



Our Machinery Lines are Highly
Sophisticated and Environment Friendly

Equipped with the best in business
Gaspari Gangsaws and Breton Polishing
machines 

Sophisticated Technology

BRETON POLISHING MACHINE



Cut to Size Slabs

Types of Slabs

Rough Blocks Gangsaw Granite Slabs 

(270 up x 170 up)

Mini Gangsaw Granite Slabs 

(240 up x 140 up)



Cutter Slabs

(90 up x 60 up)
 

Countertops

Window Sills & Thresholds



Top Natural Stones

ASTORIA ABSOLUTE BLACK VISCONT WHITE SILVER WAVES

BLACK PREMIUM BLUE DUNES INDIAN AURORA IVORY BROWN



Top Natural Stones

MOON WHITE BLACK G-20 STEEL GRAY SUPREME BLACK

TERRA AZUL FANTASY BROWN RIVER BLUE BLACK SOAPSTONE



Collaborations
& Affiliations
We comply with
customer
requirements and
government
regulations and
standards so that our
customers get
products with
impeccable quality.

Marble Stone Institute of America
provides excellence in the natural
stone industry and recognizes
companies demonstrating
compliance with quality standards.

CAPEXIL, Premier Export Promotion
Council, was set up in March 1958 by the
Ministry of Commerce, Government of
India to promote export of Chemical and
Allied Products from India. 

Export Promotion Council for EOUs
& SEZs (EPCES) has been setup  to
service the export promotional needs
of EOUs & SEZs in the country. 

Established with a commitment to
serve India's Ornamental Stone
Industries and to remove obstacles to
achieve rapid and constant growth. 



With the aim of providing solutions that offer
inspiring designs and values, we established Pacific
Quartz Surfaces in 2018.  We are now India’s
leading manufacturer and exporter of premium
quartz surfaces.  Being a complete vertically
integrated as well as technology drive company gives
us an edge over others in the industry. 

Pacific Quartz
Surfaces

www.pacificquartzsurfaces.com



About Service Team

“To fit in and
still stand out”

Offering a wide and exclusive range of quartz
surfaces with the appearance and feel of natural
stone but with the performance and versatility of an
engineered product. 

www.thevivastone.com



A tech-driven
Company

To create natural-looking beautiful surfaces, we
maintain high standards of excellency right from raw
material procurement to the final quality control
check. Highly skilled and trained staff members
ensure that the quality and design of the product is
exceptional and uniform.



Our quartz manufacturing facility is with
the most advanced Breton polishing
machine, resulting in the production of
elegant and sophisticated designs of
engineered quartz in an array of colors,
further giving us an edge over our
competitors.



Our Quartz Surfaces have been credited by the National Sanitation Foundation
and Kosher for having surfaces safe enough for use in food preparation
environments, healthcare facilities, and, laboratories.

India's first Anti-bacterial Quartz



Characteristics
Our surfaces are resistant to stains and scratches,
making it an ideal choice for countertops and
other surfaces. Its Anti-Bacterial property helps in
maintaining proper hygiene in and around your
home. Unlike natural stones, it is color consistent
and requires very little maintenance.



Characteristics



VIVA Quartz Series

CALACATTA /
OPULENCE

CARRARA /
SPLENDOR

MULTI / CHROME SOLID /  NOBLE BASIC / ELEGANT



Top Quartz Colors

CALACATTA MORA CALACATTA LUGANO CALACATTA NOVO CALACATTA ROCKY

DIANA SILVER DIANA GOLD DIANA COBALT CALACATTA PLAZO LITE



Top Quartz Colors

CARRARA VERNA CARRARA CLOUD WHITE BLIZZARD ARVA WHITE

CLASSIC GRAY DIOR WHITE OMEGA WHITE CARRARA VENATINO



Collaborations
& Affiliations
We comply with
customer
requirements and
government
regulations and
standards so that our
customers get
products with
impeccable quality.



In 2019, the company strengthened its arm in the
United States by opening a warehouse in Chicago
successfully achieving 26 million sales in the very first
year. We extended our distribution location to
Cincinnati in 2022. We trade natural stones, quartz,
and porcelain, from Brazil, India, Italy, Turkey,
Norway, Sri Lanka, and Finland to name a few

Surfaces by Pacific

www.surfacesbypacific.com



Pacific Mintek is one of the leading manufacturer,
supplier and exporter of Quartz Sand and Quartz Grit.
We procure the finest quality of quartz from a variety
of mines. The Quartz grit factory was acquired in 2020,
now providing high-quality raw materials for Pacific
Quartz.

Pacific Mintek

www.pacificmintek.com



True blend of Nature 
with Technology

 



The year 2022 marks the start of a new era for The
Pacific Group with the starting of the state-of-the-art
project of Bretonstone plant. It will be based on the 4th
industrial revolution that will help us achieve a
production capacity of 10,000,000 sqft of Quartz slabs
per year in the near future.

Pacific Engineered
Surfaces



https://youtu.be/uE9DzKHKfRU


Constructed over 50,000
sqm near Bangalore

Factory
Overview

Fully automated
Bretonstone Quartz Plant
Capacity of  1 million sqms
of Super Jumbo Slabs
(346 x 200 cm)

Automation

Robots to produce exotic,
natural looking and studio
design quartz slabs to
ensure world-class quality
with maximum speed and
precision

Industry 4.0 Principles

Digitization at several levels
integrated with technologies,
machine learning and real
time data

Six Sigma Practice

Identifying and removing
the causes of defects and
minimizing variability in
manufacturing



Guaranteeing an Optimum
Indoor Life Quality



Kreos® Technology
Creating ultra exotic color patterns and ultra-thin slabs.
Breton’s breakthrough innovation in slabs manufacturing to
generate unprecedented color patterns.

Unique
Aesthetic

Waste
Reduction

Full body
aesthetic effect



Dedicated Relationship Managers
Non-porous, Stain-resistant and Anti-bacterial
International Quality Standards for all raw materials
High Quality Standards with certifications from ISO, NSF and kosher
Quick Delivery
Centrally Controlled through software which shows live inventory
with each dealer
Top notch designs

What's our USP?



Pacific Mintek,
Jaipur

Locations

Pacific Quartz
Surfaces, Jaipur

The Pacific Group
- Corporate Office

Pacific Granites
India, Hosur

Pacific Engineered
Surfaces, Hosur



Green Development

Being a responsible member of the global community has been an
integral part of The Pacific Group. While developing new products we
are inspired by the current market trends, customer preferences,
product quality, and our environment and its beauty. We aim to
protect nature and at the same time preserve its resources. To
achieve the same, we are constantly taking efforts to further
formulate policies to reduce the environmental impact from our
operations such as transportation, processing of raw materials, and,
others.

Green
Growth 
 
Green
Development 

For A Green
Future



Powered by Nature

We are the largest capacity
Solar-powered Quartz company

in India today!
 

We have invested in renewable
energy by installing a windmill,

powered by the world renounced
company Siemens Gamesa.

 

We have been identifying and
implementing ways to save and

replenish more water than we use
in production.

 



We believe in Growth with
Technology, Training and
Development



Without our
team, we
wouldn't be
where we are
today!



Thank You


